## MBF & FBA

### Year I

#### Semester I
- 101 Organisational Behaviour - I
- 102 Micro Economics
- 103 Financial Accounting
- 104 Quantitative Techniques
- 105 Legal Environment of Business
- 106 Computers & Business

#### Semester II
- 201 Organisational Behaviour - II
- 202 Management Accounting
- 203 Management Science
- 204 Macro Economics and Public Finance
- 205 Marketing Management
- 206 Business Communication Skills

#### Semester III
- 301 Human Resource Management
- 302 Financial Management
- 303 Applied Econometrics
- 304 Indian Financial System
- 305 Corporate Taxation
- 306 Research Methodology

### Year II

#### Semester IV
- 401 Financial Services
- 402 Mergers & Acquisitions
- 403 Project Management
- 404 Corporate Tax Planning
- 405 Capital Markets and Financing
- 406 Investment Management

#### Semester V
- 501 International Finance
- 502 Corporate Strategy & Business Policy
- 503 Advanced Financial Analysis
- 504 Portfolio Management
- 505 Financial Engineering
- 506 Management Control System

#### Semester VI
- 601 Derivatives, Futures & Options
- 602 Business Environment & Ethics
- 603 Insurance Management
- 700 Project (equivalent to three courses)

### Year III

#### Semester VII
- 501 International Finance
- 502 Corporate Strategy & Business Policy
- 503 Advanced Financial Analysis
- 504 Portfolio Management

#### Semester VIII
- 505 Financial Engineering
- 506 Management Control System
- 601 Derivatives, Futures & Options
- 602 Business Environment & Ethics

#### Semester IX
- 603 Insurance
- 700 Project (equivalent to three courses)
REGULAR PROGRAMME: Executive Management of Business Finance (EMBF)
[A Three year extensive part time Regular Post Graduate Programme]

Well structured programme, curricula at par with Executive MBA programs of international standard, based on international experiences and the need of Indian industry.

OBJECTIVES
To enhance the competence and effectiveness of professional managers
To foster intellectual excellence
To teach the latest techniques of finance by fostering independent and creative thinking.

ELIGIBILITY
Working Executive with atleast three years of work experience at Executive level having Graduation in any discipline from Indian or Foreign university.

SELECTION CRITERIA
The admission to EMBF is through group discussions, interview and calculation of Grade Point Score (GPS).
NRI/Foreign/Corporate sponsored candidates are exempted from group discussions & GPS. However all such candidates are required to appear for interview.
The candidates qualifying the GPS will be called for Group Discussion and Interview.
The Final selection is based on the GPS (Grades are given on the basis of candidates past academic records, other achievements, work experience), performance in GD’s and personal interview.

REGULAR PROGRAMME: Fellow Program in Finance (FBA[Finance])
[A Three year extensive full time Regular Research Programme along the lines of Ph.D]

This is a well structured programme, curricula at par with Ph.D of international standard, based on international experiences and the need of Indian Academia.

OBJECTIVES
To promote research, Fellow Programme in Finance (FPF) is designed to provide knowledge and analytical abilities necessary to conduct high quality research and teaching in the field of finance.

ELIGIBILITY
Post Graduation in any discipline from Indian or Foreign university with first division.
MBF from Indian Institute of Finance with first division.

FBA PROGRAMME MODULE

The Fellow programme is designed along the PhD programme. A continuous intergerated approach to research is followed. The Fellow programme is based on course work, comprehensive theory examinations, participation in significant research through economic series in the research workshop, research papers & book reviews. Dissertation and Research/Teaching requirement.
A candidate is required to attend the course work of 18 papers in the first three semesters (1st Year). In the fourth semester he/she is to attend seminars, attempt book reviews and develop research proposal for dissertation under the guidance of the faculty coordinator. He/she is required to present the research proposal to the workshop. The student is to work on the dissertation in the next three semesters and submit his/her thesis after three years of his/her enrollment.
The dissertation should be an original research work making positive and significant contribution to knowledge. It must not have been submitted in part or in full for any other diploma or degree of any university or Institution.